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Abstract—In hybrid systems on chip (SoC) the algorithms
must share limited resources classified as hardware (FPGA logic,
memory and DSP blocks) and software (CPU cycle budget). Embedded applications are implemented with concurrent processes,
which have to coexist. Therefore, the algorithm performance or
precision is often downgraded to fit on a FPGA or to meet timing
constraints. One of the solutions to relax these constraints is
to reconfigure the SoC according to application requirements
observed at runtime. Hardware (HW) reconfiguration can be
performed by means of dynamic partial reconfiguration (DPR).
Beyond the intrinsic DPR complexity, the most critical aspect
is the implementation of the reconfiguration decision. Academic
adaptive architectures are usually based on power / performance
rules. Nevertheless such solutions are usually application agnostic
and so cannot fully exploit the possible adaptation to the
environment. So real-life systems require solutions to capture the
knowledge of algorithm experts that can be leveraged at runtime
to drive the reconfiguration decision according to application
scenarios. In this paper we propose a methodology to design
a reconfiguration controller based on quality of service (QoS)
indicators to be specified by experts. This controller monitors
the reconfigurable partitions (RP) and can make DPR decisions
to optimize the global QoS. We illustrate our methodology in
the Radar domain with a tracking system based on Kalman
filters implemented on a Zynq Ultrascale+. This study highlights
expected gains and obstacles, it presents the different strategies
to cope with the issues and draws perspectives.
Index Terms—QoS, FPGA, DPR, Kalman filter

I. I NTRODUCTION
This work is motivated by the highly challenging requirements of future radar applications that are designed by signal
processing experts. In this domain, processing tasks provide
a high degree of data parallelism and can take full benefit
from FPGA implementation. For instance, an active electronically scan array (AESA) radar exhibits multiple channels that
can be processed independently and so provide tremendous
opportunities for HW accelerations [1]. Besides, it is truly
relevant to have different versions of the processing algorithm
in order to adapt to the operational context which is changing
with the number and types of detected objects as well as
their environment. For example, in a target detection setting,
in presence of clutter, one can imagine to get two different
implementations of a space-time adaptive processing (STAP)
algorithm. One implementation would perform very well at
the expense of a higher computational complexity, and hence
a greater usage of the available hardware resources. The other

implementation would not be as efficient as the first one,
but would require less computational resources, and therefore
could coexist within the available hardware resources with one
or many other algorithms like, for instance, a Kalman Filter
for tracking. In most of the current implementations, all the
possible configurations are specified together in the processing
logic (PL), and the system switches between them. This entails
limitations on the performances of each algorithm implementation since resources are reserved for nonactive alternative
algorithms. A naive solution could be to just use a bigger
FPGA, but this is a costly option where unused resources
will still exist, which means that the best performances will
not be reached. In this case, dynamic partial reconfiguration
(DPR) appears as a viable alternative solution. DPR actually
allows to dynamically allocate HW resources to the algorithms
so that a global performance metric is maximized. However,
this approach is possible only if a clear methodology allows
signal processing experts, working with Matlab, to efficiently
cooperate with reconfigurable SoC designers.
Section II presents a state of the art of DPR controllers
which use diverse reconfiguration strategies. In section III we
present a methodology to create an adaptive reconfigurable
system to reconfigure regarding application QoS feedback.
The case study of Tracking method, based on Kalman filters
and implemented with the proposed QoS driven reconfigurable
architecture, is described in section IV. Section V concludes
the paper and draws directions for future work.
II. S TATE OF THE ART
Self-adaptive systems based on HW architectures can be
modelled as a feedback control loop, as stated by the MAPE-K
model [2]. The MAPE-K model has been introduced by IBM
for autonomic computing and is described in Figure 1. With
this control model, the reconfiguration manager behaviour is
based on the application knowledge, which must be abstracted
from the low-level software (SW) or HW implementation.
DPR allows runtime adaptation while exploiting FPGA features, such as speedup and energy efficiency [3]. If the target
domain is well suited for FPGA and can benefit from parallel
computation, bit-wise operations and fixed-point arithmetic,
reconfigurable FPGA give a more efficient solution than GPU
and multi-CPU while ensuring flexibility.
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FPGA vendors about DPR and CAD tools versions.
Our objective is to optimize performances (QoS, response
time, etc.) of a radar-based system according to the context
obtained by sensors data. It means that the proposed method
must results in configuration control based on a relation between a QoS observed online and the HW configuration. Such
an approach is complex since it involves signal processing
experts and HW/SW designers who have different concerns
and tools.
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Fig. 1. MAPE-K loop

Several reconfiguration systems are described in the literature. In [4], authors propose to use DPR to switch between
radar modes. This is a good example of how to use DPR
to adapt to different situations. However, the reconfiguration
control is external and not based on any QoS indicator. Authors
in [4] also highlight the cost advantage of a reconfigurable
FPGA system against a multi-board equivalent solution. Some
examples manage reconfigurable modules (RM) like tasks.
In [5], the authors use DPR to implement the tasks on the
FPGA, in a sequential order given by the application. This
kind of application is meant to reduce the global power cost
and increase performance using FPGA, but the reconfiguration
decision only depends on the system current state. In [6],
authors describe a reconfigurable architecture that replaces
HW accelerators to provide required functions to the system.
This architecture uses a list of functions to be implemented
and FPGA available space to decide to reconfigure. Some
applications use DPR to enable self-repairing. To do so, they
use either scrubbing or duplication / triplication to observe
faults [7]. This can be considered a QoS indicator, but the
system only uses DPR to rewrite the faulty configuration to
recover. By contrast, our reconfigurable system aims to find
the most suitable configuration. An approach that considers
application QoS is described in [8]. Nevertheless, the reconfiguration decision assumes that the system knows the value of
the QoS for a given configuration. In real-life applications this
assumption is not always true, besides in this work DPR was
not fully implemented. In [9], authors have designed a system
which can decide whether to reconfigure a system according
to diagnostic indicators that include application QoS values.
The decision method is based on Markov decision process
and Bayesian networks, and consider available QoS criteria.
However, once again, this work doesn’t fully demonstrate the
full DPR implementation.
Tools have been proposed to support the implementation
of DPR-based methodologies, for instance [10] shows how
to use DPR in SDSOC. However it is strongly dependent on
tools versions and vendors engineering choices. It also implies
a complete re-synthesis for each specification modification.
Therefore, it is intractable in practice. On the contrary, it
underlines the lack of consistent-in-time technical details from

III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Separation of concerns
To take advantage of a QoS driven reconfiguration, the
signal processing experts must be DPR aware so that they
can have in mind the possibility to switch between different
algorithm modes or configurations. However, these experts
should not have to care about the implementation details.
Thus, the design of a QoS driven DPR needs to be based
on the separation of concerns scheme depicted in Figure 2.
Once the signal processing experts know they can use several
HW configurations in one mission, they can explore more
ambitious strategies. First, they need to specify the algorithms
to implement and the different versions they need, in terms of
performances and resources cost. Secondly, they have to define
the QoS indicators they need to implement such decisions. The
SoC designers then can provide the required feedback in the
same way as in a classic development process.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the separation of concerns in the QoS
driven DPR methodology

After a few cycles, the reconfigurable SoC experts have to
bring to the signal processing experts a library of the different

configurations (RM i in Figure 2). They must also provide
simple API for the experts to implement the reconfiguration
decision system.
B. Reconfigurable architecture model
The architectures considered in this paper target SoC FPGA
devices. They are composed of a FPGA (PL) and a processing
system (PS). Several partitions are defined to be reconfigurable. The reconfigurable partitions (RP) communicate with
one another and with the PS through buses. The more generic
the buses are, the more heterogeneous the RM can be. The
reconfiguration can be triggered either by the PS or by the
PL part. The reconfiguration controller must also access the
partial configuration bitstreams that can be stored in the main
shared DDR memory or in dedicated one. However, a QoS
driven methodology must be accessible to algorithm experts
who are not familiar with FPGA. So, if the configuration
delay is compliant with the application time constraints, a
SW implementation is the best solution. As a SW program,
the configuration decision and the configuration control can
simply be tested and modified by algorithm experts. Figure
3 illustrates an example of such an architecture with six RPs
implemented on a SoC FPGA.
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C. Reconfiguration control system
Besides the execution flow, the QoS-based controller can
be decomposed into four parts: 1) Monitor, 2) Analyze, 3)
Plan and 4) Execute. The monitor function is in charge of
collecting data and computing at least one QoS indicator
per RM. These indicators can be computed directly by the
algorithm, for example the error in an automation process. If
it requires additional computation (e.g. estimation of the next
state), the designer can choose to implement it in either the PL
or the PS part. The analyze function must determine if a reconfiguration is needed, with regard to the QoS indicators. The
plan function decides when to trigger a reconfiguration, and
which configurations must be replaced. Finally, the execute
function is in charge of loading the right bitstream at the right
time according to application execution flows and architecture
constraints. In all cases the decision-making based on the
indicator is co-designed with application experts and so is
preferably implemented in SW. This allows experts to evaluate
different strategies. Figure 4 illustrates the DPR control flow,
step-by-step.

We are interested in optimizing the tracking of a target by
selecting the best Kalman Filter (KF) chosen in a library of
KFs which differ from each other by their process models,
i.e., the way they model the trajectory of the target. Ideally
we could execute all the models in parallel and select the
best one after each iteration according to QoS indicators.
However, our major constraint is that all the KFs available
in the library cannot be executed simultaneously because of
real-time constraints and hardware resource availability. So,
only a subset of the library must be implemented. In our
study we consider that two KFs can run simultaneously. KFs
can be implemented either in the PS or the PL part. The
advantage of the HW version is twofold. First, it improves
the execution time and so the response time of the system.
Secondly, it allows the execution of multiple KFs in parallel
while having the PS available for running other application and
system tasks. We choose a model with different KFs running
in parallel in separate RPs.
In real tracking systems, such Kalman filters can be very
large (more than 10 states in the aircraft dynamic navigation
filter in [11]). Hardware optimization based on constant matrix
elements is then required. Reconfiguration based only on
parameter changes is, therefore, inefficient. Moreover, DPR
allows to implement Kalman filters with completely different
behaviours (e.g., EKF, UKF and IEKF). In this study, we use
simpler Kalman filters to illustrate the method without loss of
generality.

A. Reconfigurable architecture model
The architecture used for the study is based on the one
defined in III-B. In this example, two RP are defined. These
RP can host a KF implementation. Each RP can be configured
with seven different state models, each model corresponding
to a different trajectory assumption. This means that they do
different computations and use different matrix sizes. The
KF gets the measurements from the PS through a direct
memory access (DMA) interface. This DMA is included into
the RP. The buses use a generic AXI4 interface for PL to PS
communications. In this example, there is no communication
between both RP.
B. QoS estimation and DPR decision
The QoS estimator at time k is chosen as the log likelihood
of the measurements collected at time k. This criterion can be
used as an efficient estimator of the KF model correctness [12].
It can be computed using the innovation and the innovation
covariance computed by each KF under test:
−1
fQoS (k) = (iT
k Σi ik )

where:

fQoS
i
Σi

(1)

= QoS function
= innovation vector
= innovation covariance

We observe that this function requires matrix multiplication,
so it can benefit from a parallel HW implementation. This is a
typical point of useful discussion that authorize the proposed
methodology. The QoS indicator is specified by the application
designers and the reconfigurable SoC designers can work on
the best implementation. In this case, they can reuse the
inverse of the innovation covariance matrix which needs to
be computed to get the optimal Kalman gain (equation 2).
Therefore, we chose to implement fQoS in hardware, using
Newton division to increase performance while reducing PL
footprint.
Kk = (Pk|k−1 HkT Σ−1
i )

(2)

where:
K
Pk|k−1
H
Σi

=
=
=
=

optimal Kalman gain
predicted error covariance
observation model
innovation covariance

Once this indicator is computed, the IP sends it back to the
PS. The application then has access to a QoS value for each
of the KF modules. This allows the program to identify which
filter is the most adapted to the current situation. In this way,
the PS can replace the worst one and implement another IP to
test another trajectory hypothesis.
Figure 5 shows an illustrative example of the control principle while considering 2 DPR partitions that can implement
different Kalman models. The first and second lines draw the
evolution of the configurations implemented on the RP1 and
RP2 over time.
The method we chose to control the reconfiguration from
the QoS values relies on 4 phases:
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Fig. 5. Example of QoS driven DPR control

1) Initialization: Two configurations are chosen at the
beginning of the tracking. This choice can rely on mission
indicators. For example, in radar systems, the target trajectory
can be classified with the help of a priori knowledge.
2) Observation and decision: QoS-driven adaptation is
strongly specific to the application and must therefore be
flexible, as a software it can be easily modified according to
test results. In our case study different strategies are possible.
We have implemented a solution that combines long-term
observations and reactivity. The QoS estimator gives a new
value at each Kalman call. However, we cannot reconfigure
each time we get a new QoS value. Nevertheless, a very bad
QoS value means that we need to change the configuration
as soon as possible. Therefore, we need to have two kinds
of reconfiguration: The first one computes the average QoS
over an observation window (shown in Figure 5), the KF with
the worst QoS score is replaced by a new one according to a
round-robin mechanism (Reconf. decision n in Figure 5). The
second one is based on thresholds, when both KF QoS exceed
the maximum values then KF are interrupted before the end
of the window and replaced by two new ones (triggered-based
reconfiguration decision in Figure 5).
3) Reconfiguration: The reconfiguration takes time to perform. In some radar applications, there can be no down time. In
our system, the reconfiguration time can be hidden since there
are two RP running concurrently and only one will be stopped
on reconfiguration. The only situation where a timeout occurs
is when the threshold-based reconfiguration is triggered for
both RP. In such case, none of the Kalman filters can achieve
a good tracking so a HW reconfiguration is required.
4) Convergence: When using a Kalman filter, there is a
convergence time. This happens because the starting point
of the algorithm is not perfect. This time causes the filter
to output inaccurate points and can cause the QoS estimator
to output bad scores during the convergence interval. In this
experiment, we consider this training phase as an additional
reconfiguration time. We don’t observe the QoS during this
phase to avoid penalizing new implemented filters.
C. Experience setup
1) HW/SW platform: The reconfiguration strategy as well
as the KFs are implemented in a Zynq Ultrascale+, a SoC
made up of a multi-core ARM and a FPGA that supports
DPR. Figure 6 presents the layout of the FPGA, with the two
reconfigurable partitions delimited by the purple areas. With

this layout, the reconfiguration of a RP takes 8.7ms using
PCAP. This time depends on the size of the partial bitstream
as well as the bandwidth of the configuration method. The
configuration remains static outside these two boxes. In this
experiment, we use only one processor core as well as the
PL part. In real-life tracking systems, the other cores would
likely be running other tasks such as detection.

RP1

RP2

KF-2 : State vector Xn = [xn , yn , sxn , syn , axn ]
State transition equations :

xn =xn−1 + sxn−1 ∗ dt; sxn =sxn−1 + axn−1 ∗ dt
(4)
yn =yn−1 + syn−1 ∗ dt
KF-3 : State vector Xn = [xn , yn , sxn , syn , ayn ]
State transition equations :

xn =xn−1 + sxn−1 ∗ dt
yn =yn−1 + syn−1 ∗ dt ;syn =syn−1 + ayn−1 ∗ dt

KF-4 : State vector Xn = [xn , yn , sxn , syn , axn , ayn ]
State transition equations :

xn =xn−1 + sxn−1 ∗ dt; sxn =sxn−1 + axn−1 ∗ dt
(6)
yn =yn−1 + syn−1 ∗ dt ; syn =syn−1 + ayn−1 ∗ dt
Extended Kalman filters:
EKF-1 : State vector Xn = [xn , yn , sxn , syn ]
State transition equations :

xn = yn−1 ∗ yn−1
yn = yn−1 + syn−1 ∗ dt
EKF-2 : State vector Xn = [xn , yn , sxn , syn ]
State transition equations :

xn = xn−1 + sxn−1 ∗ dt
yn = xn−1 ∗ xn−1
EKF-3 : State vector Xn = [xn , yn , sxn , syn ]
State transition equations :

 xn = −9.81/2 ∗ (yn − cst)2 ∗ 1/(30∗cst)
+sy0 ∗ sin(π/2) ∗ (yn − cst) + cst

yn = yn−1 + syn−1 ∗ dt

Fig. 6. Layout of the FPGA with the two reconfigurable partitions (RP1 and
RP2).

The different Kalman filters are generated using Vivado
HLS, a high-level synthesis tool. This allows to generate
different configuration quickly, while ensuring that the different configurations are compatible. Indeed, the RM needs
to have the same inputs, outputs and operating frequency. In
our tracking example, the target lies on a plane whose axis
are x and y, x ⊥ y (Figure 7). The observation vector is
z = [x, y, sx, sy], with sx and sy the speeds respectively along
the x and y axis.
2) KF / EKF models: The generated Kalman filters are
listed below. They correspond to different trajectories assumptions. Note that a state is considered constant when it is not
to be seen in the list.
Linear Kalman filters:
KF-1 : State vector Xn = [xn , yn , sxn , syn ]
State transition equations :

xn = xn−1 + sxn−1 ∗ dt
(3)
yn = yn−1 + syn−1 ∗ dt

(5)

(7)

(8)

(9)

3) Benchmark trajectory: The trajectory used for the tests is
based on a combination of sub-trajectories that follow different
Kalman models. In this paper, we use a trajectory where the
first part corresponds to the equation yn = x2n . In the second
sub-trajectory, both x and y have constant speed. In the third
part, x and y have constant accelerations. The fourth and
last part follows the equation of EKF-3. The green curve in
Figure 7 shows the complete composed trajectory. Finally, the
observed values, which are the blue crosses in Figure 7, result
from the addition of the target trajectory and a proportional
Gaussian noise. These data are processed by the implemented
Kalman filters used for the experiments.
4) Experience procedure: When the designs are synthesized and implemented, the partial bitstreams are loaded in
a flash memory. At power-up, the PS loads all the bitstreams
in DDR RAM. When a reconfiguration is triggered, the PS
feeds the processor configuration access port (PCAP) with the
corresponding bitstream.
On power-up, the PS starts a benchmark to test our design.
First, the input data is extracted from the SD card and stored
in DDR4. Then, the application reconfigures the two RP to
set the system into a known state. Depending on the scenario,
the two initial configurations may differ. Finally, the processor
transmits the data samples and gets the results along with QoS
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Fig. 7. Tracking positions with DPR (scenario 3)

values. The output of the best KF is first stored into DDR4,
and then saved to the SD card to be plotted and analyzed.
In our test bed we consider three different scenarios. In the
first one, the two initial configurations are the KF-1 and the
EKF-3. Since these systems have strongly different behaviours,
the system should easily find the best KF. The second scenario
starts with EKF-1 and EKF-3. None of these configurations is
a good model at the beginning of the tracking. This scenario
can show if the system is able to react fast to a situation where
none of the configurations is good and there is a risk to lose
the target. The third and last scenario begins with KF-3 and
KF-4. As these configurations are close to each other, it will
make the configuration choice more challenging.
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D. Results and analysis
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These tests involve a reconfigurable architecture with active
QoS-driven DPR and the best Kalman without reconfiguration
(model described in equations of KF-4). The results obtained
with the benchmarks are given in Table I. To compare the
different approaches, we measure the likelihood and compute its median. We also collect the maximum and more
importantly the minimum measurement of the likelihood, as a
small value could cause the system to lose the target. We can
observe that for the third scenario, the likelihood median is
only slightly better when using DPR. However, for the second
scenario where the system starts with bad configurations, the
QoS value is much better with the reconfiguration system.
Hence, the DPR system is better at tracking a target with an
a priori unknown trajectory. We also notice that the minimum
likelihood measurement is higher with reconfiguration. This
implies that the DPR system has less risk of losing the target
than the one without DPR. All three scenarios show the same
minimum and median values of the likelihood. This shows that
our system is robust against its initial condition.
Figure 7 shows the third scenario case of a tracking using
DPR. The green curve represents the real trajectory, while
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Fig. 8. Tracking positions without DPR (scenarios 1 to 3)
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the red one shows the outputs of the reconfigurable Kalman
system. In this example the Triggered-based reconfiguration
(namely when the distance to the model exceed the threshold
value) occurs once at x = 6314 when the trajectory radically
changes. All other reconfigurations occur periodically at the
end of each time-window and can provide the best KF that will
be eventually selected according to the QoS comparisons, this
is for instance what happens at x = 3715. Figure 8 shows
the output trajectories for the three scenarios and without
DPR. The differences between Figures 7 and 8 highlight the
influence of reconfiguration on the Kalman filtering.
These improvements are allowed by the knowledge of the
QoS value throughout the process. Thanks to this value, the
system can choose the best model at a given time. Moreover,
the likelihood also allows to know when the models are not
adapted and the system can adapt early. This method requires
good knowledge about the application, and extracting a QoS
indicator may not always be straightforward.
V. C ONCLUSION
The paper first demonstrates the opportunity of using DPR
to virtually extend available HW resource of an embedded
system in the domain of Radar. The embedded system can
dynamically implement HW accelerators according to application requirements in order to speed-up the application
execution while saving CPU time.
The study also shows the importance of considering the QoS
to drive the configuration. This point is rarely considered in the
DPR literature since it requires transdisciplinarity. However, it
is crucial to fully benefit from the expert knowledge (radar,
signal processing in our case study). This knowledge can be
captured and efficiently used only with a methodology that
clearly separates concerns. Based on this methodology, the
next steps will address the design of an architecture pattern for
the domain of Radar including complex task such as Detection
based on Range-Doppler maps and realistic Kalman filters
with large state space. This new application context will also
require to explore different adaptation strategies.
Finally, we intend to define API to collect QoS and API
to select configuration. This interface must be generic for
application experts. Nevertheless, the implementation will be
specific to the target architecture and, therefore, handled by
HW designers.
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